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Abstract. We present a graph theoretic approach for watermarking
software in a robust fashion. While watermarking software that are small
in size (e.g. a few kilobytes) may be infeasible through this approach,
it seems to be a viable scheme for large applications. Our approach
works with control/data ﬂow graphs and uses abstractions, approximate
k-partitions, and a random walk method to embed the watermark, with
the goal of minimizing and controlling the additions to be made for
embedding, while keeping the estimated eﬀort to undo the watermark
(WM) as high as possible. The watermarks are so embedded that small
changes to the software or ﬂow graph are unlikely to disable detection by
a probabilistic algorithm that has a secret. This is done by using some
relatively robust graph properties and error correcting codes.
Under some natural assumptions about the code added to embed the
WM, locating the WM by an attacker is related to some graph approximation problems. Since little theoretical foundation exists for hardness of
typical instances of graph approximation problems, we present heuristics
to generate such hard instances and, in a limited case, present a heuristic
analysis of how hard it is to separate the WM in an information theoretic
model. We describe some related experimental work. The approach and
methods described here also suitable for solving the problem of software
tamper resistance.

1

Motivation

The problem of software watermarking at a very basic level is to insert some
data W (the watermark) into a program P so that in the resulting program P 
it is not easy to detect and remove the watermark. To motivate our approach,
we look at some toy examples of watermarking schemes and possible attacks
against each.
Scheme 1: Let Wk be a small piece of W , and let cr(Wk ) be an encryption
of Wk . Suppose we insert Wk in the form of an instruction like move RegisterX,
cr(Wk ) just before another instruction that writes RegisterX. We could insert all
pieces Wk of W in this manner, distributed at diﬀerent places in the program.
I. S. Moskowitz (Ed.): IH 2001, LNCS 2137, pp. 157–168, 2001.
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However, a simple algorithm that does register ﬂow analysis would discover that
the instructions we inserted are dead code, and remove them altogether. Clearly,
this scheme of inserting W is not safe from automated attacks. Even if W has
been somehow encoded in the form of a dummy function W (x) which is called
at various places in the program, unless the values returned by W (x) aﬀect the
program variables, a data ﬂow analysis program would detect the redundancy
of W (x) and remove it.
Scheme 2: Now actual program variables are in some way aﬀected by W (x).
Suppose at some point in P , variables x and z are live, and suppose z is used in
instruction I(z). Replace I(z) with the sequence of instructions:
y := W (x)
t := Encrypt(z, y)/ ∗ useyasakey ∗ /
z := Decrypt(t, y)
I(z)
Now, W (x) can be seen to be redundant upon careful visual inspection, but
it might be diﬃcult for automated tools to discover this redundancy. Clearly, one
can think of many other ways of linking W tightly with the program P . However,
the link between P and W is still weak in the following sense: considering P as
a graph, and W as a graph, the function call between P and W is a single-edge
cut between the two subgraphs, and an algorithm that looks for such single-edge
cuts between regions of the graph P  would be able to ﬂag W as a possible
candidate for removal.
In fact, there are graph algorithms that can eﬃciently separate regions of
a graph that are weakly connected, where a weak connection may mean that
there is a small cut. Moreover, such a graph based attack on the watermark is
eﬀective against any scheme that inserts W in the code/data section, without
ensuring that the subgraph W is not wesoftware akly connected to the rest of
the graph. In other words, any method that attempts to place a WM in the
code/data section must contend with attacks that use such automated tools
to create a short list of suspected WM locations, which can be isolated with
smaller amount of semantic information or human intervention. We propose
an algorithm for inserting or embedding a watermark graph W into a program
graph P such that the adversary is not at any advantage with automated tools of
the type mentioned above, and is thus forced into excessive visual inspection and
semantic inference. Note that an attacker can use the semantics by observing
the execution and input-output behaviour and eﬀectively re-write the program,
removing any WM.
An attractive feature of the solution is that it provides a tool for Software
Tamper Resistance. The goal here is to make an executable resist changes to
the code (e.g. to remove a license check) without excessive tracing and use of
semantics. We do not address the detail here; brieﬂy our method describes the
construction of the graph that how diﬀerent code fragments (each of which correspond to a node vi of the graph) cross check the other fragments (corresponding
to the nodes vj that are adjacent to a given vi ). For robustness, a good solution
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must address both WM and tamper resistance together, which other approaches
do not seem to attempt. We mention the general principles but addressing the
speciﬁc criteria and actual generation of the inserted code is beyond the scope
of this paper; in practice, this is a signiﬁcant amount of work that is quite important. While making the modiﬁcations to the original code, it is important to
preserve the performance, and we note that the usual proﬁling and optimizing
approaches work with the graph of the watermarked program as well.
1.1

Diﬃculties in Designing a WM

Hiding and recovering the watermark The task of inserting a WM in such a way
that it cannot be recovered eﬃciently calls for some sort of a one-way function
on executables, or on their ﬂow graphs. But unlike in cryptography, there are no
known ways of deﬁning one-way functions on these domains and there are basic
diﬃculties in accomplishing this in a rigorous or plausible way. For instance, to
design and reason about one-way functions, one must specify the distribution of
instances, which in cryptography, one can and usually takes to be uniform. But in
our case, the graphs are already generated by some speciﬁc development process,
and they cannot be modiﬁed substantially without degradation of performance.
An additional diﬃculty is that the attack algorithms need only be approximate,
in a sense that will become clear later, for which little theory exists to reason
about typical instances. Therefore, the ﬂexibility for generating hard instances
for the watermark removal problem is rather constrained.
Our constructions are graph theoretically motivated and can be seen as
a heuristic to hide a WM in a way that would require identifying a speciﬁc cut (or
a close approximation to it) among an exponential number of cuts with the same
or nearly same graph theoretic parameters. To achieve this, we pseudo-randomly
extract a random-looking graph from the orignal ﬂow graphs, using a k-partition
algorithm. In spririt, this is similar to Szemeredi’s regularity lemma, which embeds random looking structures [Diestel] in an arbitrary but large enough dense
graph. The implicit constants for the lemma are truly astronomical and it is
known that no improvement is possible, although weaker versions of regularity
are often suﬃcient [FK]. Ours may be thought of as a poor man’s version of
these. Empirically, it appears plausible that such an extraction can be done on
relatively large programs.
It is unlikely that we can successfully watermark a small executable without
signiﬁcantly increasing its size artiﬁcially. Another problem to contend with is
recovery of the WM from an attacked version of the program. We view this
problem as designing a “graph hashing” function that uses a secret key and
returns the same value on a graph even if it is subject to small alterations.
Formally, this problem can use natural metrics such as edit distance bewtween
graphs through addition and deletion of nodes and edges.
Local Indistinguishability The added code (or data) W should not be distinguishable from the original payload code P by looking at local properties. For
example, there may be more than usual randomized data in a segment, and this
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can be detected by using tools, such as that developed by Adi Shamir and Nico
van Somerin. Alternately, unusual access patterns may be found and exploited
in shortlisting suspected watermark locations. Moreover, addition of the WM
may also cause local properties to be noticably diﬀerent.
1.2

Some Available Tools

First we would like to point out the existence of tools that take a program binary
as input, construct the corresponding control ﬂow graph at the basic block level,
and provide an interface that allows transformations to be made to this graph.
Some are even available as disassemblers with well deﬁned interfaces. Such tools,
hereafter referred to as graph analyzers, give the adversary the ability to observe
and make modiﬁcations to a program without changing its functionality, and
can be used successfully for reverse engineering. For example, the Machine-SUIF
CFG library [Holl] provides a Control Flow Graph interface to programs, where
nodes are lists of instructions. Similarly, OPTIMIX [A] is a tool that allows
tranformations and optimizations in a program through a graph rewrite speciﬁcation. Examples of poweful disassemblers are [So] and Ursoft’s W32Dasm. A
very powerful tool called Vulcan [Vulcan] serves as a disassembler and provides
a ﬂexible interface to the static ﬂow graph. To restate what has been described
above, any watermarking scheme of the future has to be robust to automated
or semi-manual attacks that extensively use graph analyzers. Secondly, the algorithms for partition, separator, and cut problems of various ﬂavours seem to
work quite well in practice for the typical inputs that occur here. Finally, we
focus on WM for any executable in this paper; knowledge of the domain and
typical operations as well as the implementation details can be used to harness
the WM and can be used in conjunction with this work.

2

Previous Work

A comprehensive survey and taxonomy appears in [CT]. Static schemes embed
watermarks in the code section (code watermarks), or in the data section (data
watermarks). While the latter may be relatively easy to recover and remove,
code watermarks are more robust and may be encoded in the order of independent instructions, in register use patterns [BCS], or control ﬂow layout (e.g.,
order of C-style case statements or basic block sequence in the program ﬂow
graph [Davidson]. But these methods may be prone to distortive attacks by a
graph analyzer, which shuﬄe the crucial order or pattern while maintaining the
functionality of the program.
Dynamic schemes store the watermark in the program’s excution state, for
example using data structures with some invariant properties to encode a WM.
(One needs to ensure that the WM is insensitive to small distortions to these strcutures.) See [CT] for a brief descriptions, some weaknesses and possible attacks.
Also see [AP].
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Goals and Assumptions

Below, the term program refers to the usual notion of a computer program running on a RAM mcahine. It includes programs in high-level languages such as C,
and executable binaries, i.e., programs that are a sequence of machine-speciﬁc
instructions. Also, two programs P and P  are said to be functionally equivalent if their output is the same for any user-input and the user-interface or the
performance does not have any discernible diﬀerence; we allow minor diﬀerences
such as in the exact instructions and their order in two programs.
3.1

Software Watermarking

A watermarking algorithm E takes as input a program P , a watermark object W ,
and a secret key ω, and outputs a program P  (i.e., E(P, W, ω) = P  ) such that
P  is functionally equivalent to and not much larger than P , and there exists an
eﬃcient algorithm e that can retrieve W from P  given a key K, i.e., e(P  , K) =
W . e is called an extractor for the watermark. The key K = f (P, W, P  , ω) for
some f (e.g., K = ω could be a key).
Let A denote an adversary that modiﬁes the program P  to produce A(P  ).
(We shall see shortly what we mean by an adversary, and in what ways it may
modify a program.) A watermarking algorithm is said to be secure against A if
∃ an eﬃcient extractor e such that
– e(A(P  ), K) = W if ∃P, W, ω such that P  = E(P, W, ω) and
K = f (P, W, P  , ω)
– e(A(P  ), K) = N U LL otherwise.
In other words, the extractor must detect the presence or absence of watermarks in face of possible adversarial modiﬁcations, and furthermore, extract W
if present.
3.2

The Adversary

Now we consider relevant adversarial models. An adversary modiﬁes P  to produce a functionally equivalent program. Based on the extent to which the modiﬁcation is done, we have removing adversaries and jamming adversaries. A removing adversary Ar is such that Ar (P  ) = P  , where P  in an information
theoretic sense has no information about W . For example, it could be a human
agent who is assisted by a powerful tool and examines the entire program P  , instruction by instruction, infers the semantics, and writes an equivalent P  . Such
an adversary can “undo” any watermark, and our goal is to ensure that this the
only possible model of an eﬀective adversary. (By “undoing” a watermark, we
mean rendering it impossible to detect by any eﬃcient extractor.) The jamming
adversary Aj modiﬁes the program P  so that it is diﬃcult for the extractor e
to extract the watermark, even with the secret key K. This is a more practical
model of adversary - it has more limited capabilities than the removing adversary. It cannot remove the watermark, but renders it hard to detect. We focus on
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security against this type of adversary in the rest of the paper. By a probabilistic
adversary we shall mean one that could succeed in undoing the watermark with
a high probability. The adversary may also be approximate, i.e., it could undo
a signiﬁcant portion of the watermark.

4

Basic Principles

As noted earlier, we refer to programs by their ﬂow graphs, where nodes correspond to basic blocks in the program and edges correspond to control ﬂow
(jumps and “fall through”s) and function calls. Let the ﬂow graphs of P , W
and P  be G,W and H respectively. We may abstract the process of watermarking as G + W → H. It merges G and W by adding edges. These edges form a cut
that is discussed in much detail below. Addition of edges corresponds to automated ways of inserting code, data and control ﬂow into the programs. Let GH
be the subgraph of H induced by the nodes of G. Similarly, let WH be the subgraph induced by the nodes of W . We claim two necessary conditions for a good
watermarking scheme in this framework:
1. WH must be locally indistinguishable from GH .
2. WH must be well connected to GH in H.
Condition (1) is explained in Section 1.1, while condition (2) is explained in
the next section.
4.1

Hiding a Cut

In the above framework, we deﬁne the -separation problem as: Given H, partition its nodes into G and W  such that at least 1 −  fraction of nodes of W
are in W  and at least 1 −  fraction of the nodes of G are in G . The original
G, W are not given. Intuitively, the separation problem is to ﬁnd the “right”
cut, within a small margin of error. This “right” cut reveals W approximately,
therefore E(P, W, ω) must hide the cut so that it is hard to recover. Our heuristic
may be viewed as a steganographic hiding of a cut of size m in H such that it
is hard to ﬁnd, even approximately, from an information theoretic standpoint.
We emphasize that this is only a pre-requisite for a secure watermark, since an
easily detected cut exposes the watermark to a graph-based attack.
Literature is rich with separation algorithms that ﬁnd cuts meeting various
criteria: See [LT] for nearly equal partitioning of planar graphs with a low cut
ratio, [GSV99] for approximating optimal separator cuts in planar graphs, [ST96,
GM] for spectral methods and [LR88, LLR95] for multi-commodity ﬂow based
methods. Heuristic algorithms such as Metis [KK] are eﬀective at partitioning
in practice and this makes the task of hiding the cut non-trivial. We hide a cut
of size m in such a way that there are many cuts of size m for each integer
m ∈ [m − ∆, m + ∆], for some suitably chosen ∆ > 0. Thus even if there is an
algorithm to ﬁnd cuts of size m ∈ [m − ∆, m + ∆], the “right” cut is hidden in
an information theoretic sense.
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It is now clear what we mean by the requirement that WH must be well
connected to GH in H. (A sparse cut is easy to detect.)

5

Embedding the Watermark

In this section, we describe how to construct H such that the separation problem
is likely to be hard on H. We shall make certain assumptions about G and W
and defer the experimental justiﬁcation of those assumptions till Section 6.
5.1

Watermarking Algorithm

Given: Program P , watermarking code W , secret keys ω1 and ω2 , integers m, n.
1. Graph step: Compute ﬂow graph G from P . As mentioned earlier, the ﬂow
graph has the basic blocks of P as nodes, and edges correspond to either
control ﬂow or to function calls. Similarly, compute ﬂow graph for W . G
and W are both digraphs.
2. Clustering step: Partition the graph G into n clusters using ω1 as random
seed, so that edges straddling across clusters are minimized (approximately).
Let Gc be the graph where each node corresponds to a cluster in G and
there is an edge between two nodes if the corresponding clusters in G have
an edge going across them. This step produces an undirected graph Gc of
smaller order. Similarly, W yields Wc , also of order n.
3. Regularity step: Here we add edges to and between Gc and Wc using a random
walk: Assume we are at a node v ∈ Gc . Let dgg and dgw be the current
dgg
number of nodes adjacent to v in Gc and Wc respectively. Let pgg = dgg +d
gw
d

gw
and pgw = dgg +d
. We visit next a random node in Gc with probability pgw
gw
or a node in Wc with probability pgg . The choices are made using ω2 . If u is
the node chosen to visit, an edge is added from v to u. We work similarly if
v ∈ Wc to begin with. We repeat this till m edges have been added across Gc
and Wc . Let H be the resultant graph. Output the program P  corresponding
to H. (An edge in H may be implemented in P  as an “opaque” call or control
ﬂow from one block to another.)

Recovery of the watermark must not only ﬁnd the true cut, it must also deal
with distortions made by the adversary, and we discuss this step in Section 5.3
5.2

Discussion

The clustering step (2) must have a way to ﬁnd diﬀerent clusterings for diﬀerent
values of ω1 , so that the adversary does not have any knowledge about the
clustering used.
The undirected graphs Gc and Wc obtained from Step 2 in the algorithm
are found, empirically, to be very similar in structure to the random graph
model Gn,p , [B] with n nodes and edge probability p. (See Section 6.) We now
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examine the eﬀect of the regularity step (3). The basic goal of this step is to
add m edges across Gc and Wc , sampling without replacement. The random
walk heuristic roughly achieves this, and the motivation for it is to yield a better
merged graph in terms of local indistinguishability for real world input graphs
that are not truly random. (When this is not a concern, one may add edges
randomly). The analysis is simpliﬁed by assuming henceforth that each of the n2
possible edges is present in the cut independently with probability m/n2 . It is
more realistic to assume that the graphs are as generated by the random walk
procedure or sparse, but we shall not do this here. Also, we shall drop the
subscript ‘c’ from Gc and Wc , so G and W are now the subgraphs of H, each of
size n, with m edges straddling across.
Call an equi-partition {G , W  } of H an m-partition if the cut size
|E(G , W  )| = m. Call an equi-partition {G , W  } good (for the adversary) if
|W  ∩ W |/|W | ≥ 1 − . We now claim that the ratio of the expected number
of good m-partitions to the expected number of all m-partitions (in H) is exponentially small in n, for appropriately chosen value of m. This suggests that
the m-cut between G and W is hidden in an information theoretic sense. The
claim can be written as follows:
Let G and W be two random graphs following the Gn,p model, each of size n.
Let edges be added at random between them such that each edge is added with
probability p. Let H be the resulting graph. Let m = n2 p and let X be the
random variable counting the number of good m-partitions of H, and let Y be the
random variable for total number of m-partitions. Then, E(X)
E(Y ) is exponentially
small in n.
We now outline our analysis. A partition will always mean an equi-partition.
Let X  be the number of good partitions. Note that X  is a ﬁxed constant.
X
Clearly, X < X  , and therefore, E(X)
E(Y ) < E(Y ) (since E(Y ) > 0). Consider an
arbitrary equi-partition of the nodes of H into G and W  . Let |G − G| = x.
Therefore, |W  − W | = x. X  is the number of such partitions with x ≤ n.
n2
 n 2

Clearly, X  = n
< (n+1) n
(for  < 12 ) < 2n22nH() = n22nH()+1 ,
x=0 x
where H(λ) = −λlogλ − (1 − λ)log(1 − λ) is the binary entropy function and the
last inequality uses,
 
n
2nH(λ)
2nH(λ)

≤
(1)
≤ 
λn
8πnλ(1 − λ)
2πnλ(1 − λ)
Let I(A, B, m) bean indicator
variable indicating that (A,B) is anm
partition. Then, Y = S⊂G S  ⊂W,|S  |=|S| I(G − S ∪ S  , W − S  ∪ S, m) = Yi
(here, we denote the ith term in the summation by Yi ). By linearity of ex
n n2

P r(Yi = 1) =
pectation, we have E(Y ) =
E(Yi ) =
x=0 x px (m),
where px (m) is the probability that (G − S ∪ S  , W − S  ∪ S) is an m-partition,
for |S| = |S  | = x. Note that this probability depends only on x, and not on the
particular choice of (S, S  ).
Let Zx be the random variable that counts the number of edges in an equipartition (A, B) with |G ∩ B| = |W ∩ A| = x. Since both G and W follow
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the Gn,p random graph model, and since each of the n2 possible edges across
them is present with probability p, we have H being a graph with 2n nodes
and each edge present with probability p, independently of others. So, for any
equi-partition (A, B), the cut size has a binomial distribution. Therefore, Zx
follows the binomial distribution. Letting b(N, p, k) denote the probability that
a binomial variable with parameters N, p assumes a value k, we have px (m) =
P r[Zx = m] = b(n2 , p, m) = b(n2 , p, n2 p) = Ω((n2 p(1 − p))−1/2 ). Since p is
a constant, we get
1
px (m) = Ω( )
n
n n2
n n2
(2n
n)
1
Therefore, E(Y ) =
x=0 x px (m) = Ω( n
x=0 x ) = Ω( n ) =
2n
Ω( n21.5 ) (using Inequality 1). And we ﬁnally have the desired result,
n22nH()+1
X
= O( 2n 1.5 )
E(Y )
2 /n
Note that we need to assume that the adversary knows m, since he can try
each possible value. Also, we cannot expect the above claim to be true for all
values of m. For example, if m is in the neighborhood of 0 or n2 , then good
empirical attacks that ﬁnd very small or very large cuts will do the job. But
for values of m close to n2 p the analysis above indicates that the information
theoretic hiding will succeed.
5.3

Recovery of Watermark

To recover the watermark, the extractor ﬁrst needs to identify (most of) the
nodes of W . To this end, one may store one or more bits at a node that ﬂags
when a node is in W by using some padded data after suitable keyed encryption
and encoding. Recall that each node in the program ﬂow graph is a sequence of
instructions, which allows room to embed the ﬂagging information. By applying
a majority logic over a node and its neighborhoods, we can increase the resistance
to tampering.
The extractor, having detected the nodes of W , then samples several small
subsets w from W , using the secret key as the random seed. The sampling is
done with probability proportional to the number of edges in the subset, so
that relatively dense subsets are obtained. Then, a robust function is computed
on each w, producing the watermark. Since the adversary cannot distinguish
the nodes of W from G to any signiﬁcant extent, we may assume that the
distortive changes made by it to the program are at random places, and very few
in number. Thus we need graph properties that are resistant to minor changes,
and one could use all of them simultaneously. Construction of such “Graph hash”
functions is an interesting problem by itself and our future research will address
this problem in more detail. For now we present some elementary methods. If A
is the adjacency matrix of w, k < d/2 where d is its diameter, one expects
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then Ak to be robust to a small percentage of changes in the graph and it is
observed to be so empirically. Using the adjacency matrix requires knowing a
robust ordering (labelling) of the vertices, and we may use vertex invariants to
solve the problem. A vertex invariant is a property of a vertex that does not
change under an automorphism. The degree is such a property. k-neighborhood
size is another. The idea is to compute labels of vertices using such invariants, and
then computing the adjacency matrix powers. This is combined with a suitable
error correcting code that ﬁlters out the small changes in a string extracted
from adjacency matrix powers. Also we may use functions based on cuts and path
lengths. While detecting the watermark, one may wish to use some local strategy
that does not need using the whole graph. This is indeed possible when there
are few changes. Finally, as we have stated earlier, this watermarking algorithm
may be used in conjunction with any other scheme that exploits semantic or
other speciﬁc knowledge about the programs.

6

Experiments

We begin with simple experimental results that examine the randomness assumptions made about the graphs extracted in the clustering step. Let n = number
of nodes in Gc and m = number of edges. We test the hypothesis that Gc is
, for several Gc . Fix some c. We
from the probability space Gn,p , with p = m
(n2 )
pick at random many hyperedges of size c and count the number of them that
are present and compare with the expected values. Additionally one takes many
cuts and veriﬁes that their values are as expected. The experimental steps are:
1. Obtain Gc corresponding to a large application binary (several Megabytes
in size).
2. Pick k vertices of Gc at random and let the subgraph of Gc induced by V be
called a hyperedge. Since each actual edge in this hyperedge is hypothesized
to be present with probability p, the number
  of actual edges in the hyperedge
should follow a binomial distribution b( k2 , p). Randomly pick N hyperedges
as described above, independently, and count the number of hyperedges that
have c actual edges, for small values of c. Let the number of hyperedges with c
actual edges be denoted by Nc , and let the corresponding random variable,
which counts the hyperedges with c actual edges in a random graph Gn,p
 
be Xc . If K = k2 , we have P r[number of edges in a hyperedge is c] =
K  c
K−c
= pc (say), and hence E(Xc ) = N pc . Thus this step gives
c p (1 − p)
us one sample (Nc ) for a random variable that under the hypothsis has an
expectation of E(Xc ) = N pc .
3. Repeat Step 1 a large number of times, say T times, to get T samples of the
random variable Xc . Compute the observed mean N̄c and compare it with
the expectation E(Xc ).
We performed the above steps for N = 10000, T = 1000, c = {0, 1, 2} and
k = {3, 4, 5, 6}. The following tables summarize the results:
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c=0
c=1
c=2
k Observed Expected Observed Expected Observed Expected
3 9838
9836.4
158
162.7
2
0.9
4 9682
9675.5
306
320.1
10
4.4
5 9480
9465.0
491
521.8
25
12.9
6 9238
9208.4
706
761.5
49
29.4
We can similary apply other randomness tests. These as well as actual empirical runs of various separation algorithms to locate a hidden cut can serve as
a check that we are not introducing simple weaknesses.
Now we brieﬂy address robust functions on graphs. A be the adjacency matrix
of Wc and let dW be its diameter. We test the small powers of adjacency matrix
yield unique signatures of the graph, but are aﬀected only in a few places when
the graph is changed in small number of places. We used A = 5000×5000 matrix,
diameter d = 8 and Ad/2 was found to have about 4% of its entries changed.
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